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Increased Expectations on Developers Puts the Onus on Enterprises to Arm Teams with Modern Technology That Empowers and Motivates Them

SANTA CLARA, Calif., Sept. 12, 2022 /PRNewswire/ -- Couchbase, Inc. (NASDAQ: BASE), provider of a leading modern database for enterprise
applications, today announced findings from industry research examining the challenges faced by development teams amid the race to the cloud and
to execute on digital transformation initiatives. The global survey of 650 senior IT decision makers found that development teams are under pressure
and under-supported. The findings revealed that 88 percent of respondents are aware of challenges faced by development teams, with the top issues
including that deadlines and agility requirements were difficult to meet (42 percent); that they were being asked to do too much in too little time (40
percent); or that they did not have the skills (24 percent) or technology (23 percent) they needed.

    

"Organizations need to understand that when they are undertaking digital transformation, what they are actually doing is putting developers front and
center," said Ravi Mayuram, chief technology officer of Couchbase. "The modern business depends on the developer and development agility more
than ever before. Development teams are not assisting the business, they are leading it to new frontiers through digital transformation. That's why they
need to be given the right resources: be it cloud-based infrastructure, CI/CD friendly tooling and the right training. This is what will ensure success in
these times of product-led transformation and growth."

Research from Couchbase found that despite development teams' extensive contributions to digital transformation and innovation initiatives, a lack of
resources and communication with IT leaders is still frustrating them. This is preventing businesses from making the most of their potential, and
moving with greater velocity.

Additional findings include:

86 percent of respondents report obstacles in supporting development teams: The key issues that these enterprises
report include difficulty redeploying development teams rapidly to work on new projects when needed (32 percent);
ensuring development teams always have the right technology (31 percent); and identifying and solving the problems their
teams face (31 percent). Additionally, 40 percent of respondents did not know for certain whether their development teams
were behind or ahead of schedule and 27 percent found it challenging to follow the development team's progress to
ensure they are meeting their goal.

Growth of development teams has stagnated, while digital investment is rising: Despite enterprises planning to
increase digital transformation spend by 46 percent in 2022, developer teams only grew by an average of three percent in
the last year. In order to bridge the gap, organizations will need to invest in growing their teams while making existing
teams more efficient. This can explain why 32 percent of IT leaders are specifically investing in new technologies that
make developers' jobs easier.

There's opportunity to further empower developer teams: 30 percent of respondents say that the pandemic has taught
them how to empower development teams, yet 24 percent find it difficult to gauge whether development teams are
engaged in and enthusiastic about their work. The challenge now is understanding how to get developers excited about
their work and demonstrating the results. For example, providing them with their desired technologies and allowing them to
build with velocity the way they want to.

Without the right support, development teams aren't able to drive digital transformation as quickly as the business may need them to. 34 percent of
respondents said pressure from developers to support agile development and innovation was a driver for digital transformation projects, showing
developers' direct impact on the speed that an organization can move. Yet 19 percent said development teams' inability to meet goals set for them had
prevented their organization from pursuing new digital transformation projects in the last 12 months.

IT leaders and developers share a similar goal: to build great applications. By increasing transparency and providing the right support and
technologies, they can work together to make meaningful progress on digital transformation initiatives.

Couchbase Capella makes it faster, easier and more affordable for developers to build enterprise applications. Start a free trial today by clicking here

https://www.couchbase.com/
https://mma.prnewswire.com/media/1482839/Couchbase_Logo.html
https://cloud.couchbase.com/sign-up?ref=pressrelease


and see how easy it is to be up and running with Couchbase in minutes.

Additional Resources

Read more about Couchbase's findings here.
Read about the findings from Couchbase's Cloud Evolution Report here.
Read about the findings from Couchbase's Digital Transformation Report here.

About Couchbase

At Couchbase, we believe data is at the heart of the enterprise. We empower developers and architects to build, deploy, and run their most mission-
critical applications. Couchbase delivers a high-performance, flexible, and scalable modern database that runs across the data center and any cloud.
Many of the world's largest enterprises rely on Couchbase to power the core applications their businesses depend on. For more information, visit
www.couchbase.com. 
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